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Asbstract 
HelioSwap Layer Two Scaling Solution provides a secure layer two AMM on top of 
Unswap allowing for lower fees, faster transactions and bridges between chains (ie 
ERC20 – BEP20) by tokenizing on chain debt in the form of ELIO. Tokenizing on-chain 
debt allows HelioSwap to create liquidity to aggregate orders across multiple AMM’s 
and allows anyone to access instant liquidity against collateral assets approved by the 
HelioSwap chain, assets allowed on the HelioSwap chain are voted in by HelioSwap 
token holders. 
The system works by balancing incentives between borrowers, lenders, and guarantors, 
each representing a distinct and complementary position of economic exposure. 
Borrowers deposit collateral and mint tokens, representing a debt obligation. Lenders 
purchase the tokenized debt obligation, usually at a discount, and redeem them for face 
value upon maturity. Guarantors purchase collateral at a discount, when collateral-
accounts fail to satisfy the collateral requirement.  

 

Introduction to HelioSwap 

HelioSwaps version of DeFi is the home to financial building blocks that is being 
extended in new ways. We leverage existing infrastructure components, the system 
outlined in this paper would not be possible without these open and reusable building 
blocks.  

The HelioSwap Layer Two Scaling Solution utilizes Tokens, they are the vehicle to 
synthetically lend or borrow target assets. The initial infrastructure borrows heavily from 
the Maker and Compound Protocols. Notably, the system takes inspiration from Maker’s 
token utilization, Governance, and Vaults. Price oracles use Compound’s Open Oracle 
System. Rehypothecation leverages parts of Uniswap Protocol v2.  

To provide a comprehensive description of the HelioSwap Trusted Lending Protocol, 
many excerpts in this paper directly quote the respective protocols. If you have read the 
documentation of these foundational protocols, you will be comfortable in your 
understanding of this system. This document is not an effort to reinvent proven 
technologies, but a novel positioning of many existing DeFi building blocks in hopes of 
driving additional adoption and liquidity for trustless fixed-rate lending and borrowing 
instruments.  

 



 

 

The Layer Two Solution 

HelioSwap operates as a second layer solution on Uniswap and other DeFi platforms and 
aggregates all the orders before sending them to the liquidity pools. In addition to the 
order aggregation, HelioSwap also has an integrated order matching engine which 
matches the order in layer 2 and only sends the remaining order to Uniswap and other 
exchanges. HelioSwap protocol comes with multiple benefits: 
 

• Lower trading fees — Aggregating orders distribute the transaction fees 
across multiple users and can lower it by up to 80% 

• Layer-2 matching — Orders can be matched an executed on layer 2 
• Lower slippage — Aggregating platforms provider larger liquidity pool to 

execute orders 
• Privacy trading — Orders are matched without on-chain knowledge of 

the trade 
• Faster transactions — HelioSwap is a faster way to swap assets 
• Liquidity mining — Earn ELIO tokens when you trade on HelioSwap 

HelioSwap is a non-custodial protocol where users maintain their own private keys and 
are in complete control of their assets and trades. In essence, HelioSwap elegantly 
combines the order aggregation, liquidity aggregation, and layer 2 matching engine to 
optimize transaction fees, lower slippage, and create privacy trading on Ethereum 
blockchain. 
 

DeFi Compatibility  

Governance may elect to support other DeFi primitives enabling certain groups within 
the protocol to earn multiple streams of income on idle resources. New risks are 
introduced and will need to be considered thoroughly for each primitive Governance 
votes to support.  

 

 

 

 



 

 

Quick Loans  

The HelioSwap Layer Two Scaling Solution will allow users to leverage the various pools 
of liquidity for quick loans. Vaults and redemption pools may generate income from 
quick loans. Income derived from the use of vault collateral benefits Guarantors. 
Whereas, income generated from redemption pools contributes to the system buffer 
where excess resources are used to burn $ELIO.  

Liquidation  

If the price of the collateral asset falls relative to the target asset before a Token 
expires, some of the vaults and thus the Tokens they back may become 
undercollateralized. To prevent this from happening, Guarantors pool together the 
target asset type or a supported derivative. Guarantors have the benefit and obligation 
to purchase the base asset at a discounted rate. This role is economically similar to 
writing a put option on vault collateral with the exercise price equal to the vault’s 
liquidation point. Although it is anticipated that with proper incentives, Guarantors will 
enter and exit the pool freely, liquidity is not guaranteed.  

The combined value of the Guarantor and Redemption Pools acts as a natural debt 
issuance ceiling. The face value of all Tokens must not exceed the sum of value within 
the Guarantor Pool and balances of the Token redemption pools. This ceiling is enforced 
at the smart contract layer.  

Settlement  

The purpose of the settlement mechanism is to ensure that Tokens trade at the same 
price as the target assets at the moment of maturity. Once the Token contract matures, 
liquidation may be triggered for any vault with outstanding debt. When triggered, 
Guarantors purchase the requisite amount of collateral and deposit the respective target 
asset balance into the Token contract’s Redemption Pool. At maturity, Token holders 
burn Tokens to redeem the target asset from the Redemption Pool.  

Burning  

Burning tokens is the process of sending tokens to a destination that effectively makes 
them unrecoverable. Many implementations of token burning send tokens with the 
following destination address: 0x0000000000000000000000000000000000000000. 
Burning tokens is often desirable to reduce the total supply of tokens.  

 



 

 

Protocol Roles  

The HelioSwap Layer Two Scaling Solution breaks down into three primary roles, layer 
two scaling, trust layer and decentralized lending staking. Users can choose to play any 
combination of these roles and can fine-tune their desired type of exposure and amount 
of risk by changing their level of participation within each role. Over time it is expected 
that Governance will iterate on how $ELIO is utilized for each role.  

For example, it may be advantageous first to require Borrowers and Guarantors to Lock 
$ELIO to themselves during the initial bootstrapping phase since this mechanism more 
aggressively drives down the circulating supply of $ELIO in the short term. Later this 
mechanism might be replaced with a simple burn requirement once the HelioSwap Layer 
Two Scaling Solution has secured a position and reputation within the DeFi ecosystem. 
For this reason, each role’s incentives are defined abstractly in anticipation that $ELIO 
utilization will evolve and improve in time.  

Exchange aggregation 

Exchange aggregation operates within the protocol rules and incorporates lenders, 
borrowers and guarantors via the $ELIO token. This offers a centralized exchange 
experience while using liquidity pools across multiple AMM’s. 

Lenders  

Lenders earn income from Token appreciation.  

Borrowers  

Borrower’s liquidation penalties are implicit in their vault’s collateral requirement. For 
example, a vault with a collateral requirement of 150% stands to forfeit 33% of its 
collateral in the event of liquidation. While borrowing does not strictly require the use of 
$ELIO, the collateral requirement and liquidation penalty are functions of $ELIO 
utilization. Borrowers who desire additional leverage or want to hedge against potential 
liquidation with a reduced penalty can do so with $ELIO. Because the novel liquidation 
mechanism enables much lower collateral requirements, everyone has access to 
collateral requirements competitive with those seen in alternative lending protocols. 
Borrowers who utilize $ELIO optionally unlock greater capital efficiency, lower 
liquidation penalties, and increased leverage.  

 



 

 

Guarantors  

Guarantors may have multiple income streams. The income earned from Borrower 
collateral being used for quick-loan liquidity goes to Guarantors. This rehypothecation 
might be considered the premium borrowers pay guarantors for effectively writing put 
options on vault collateral with the exercise price equal to each vault’s liquidation point. 

As support for other DeFi primitives are added by governance vote, Guarantors will be 
able to stack their income streams from multiple sources. Guarantors who optionally 
utilize $ELIO will have a greater proportional claim on pool income. Finally, Guarantors 
purchase vault collateral at a discount set by the vault’s collateral requirement.  

Delegates  

It is expected that Delegates within the Governance system will be required to stake 
$ELIO.  

$ELIO holders will also have the option to stake $ELIO and be able to delegate their 
participation in the governance process of debating, proposing, and voting on all 
changes to the protocol if desired. Staking and delegation will also be the mechanism by 
which resources are allocated to specific efforts or protocol priorities as control of the 
protocol is decentralized and handed over to HelioSwap DAO.  

$ELIO Holders  

All $ELIO holders benefit from the decrease in total supply when the protocol burns 
tokens. A portion of every liquidation and income from redemption-pool flash-loan 
liquidity goes to the system buffer where excess resources are used to burn $ELIO.  

 
Use of the $ELIO Token in Governance  

The $ELIO token—the governance token of the HelioSwap Layer Two Scaling Solution—
allows those who hold it to vote on changes to the lending protocol. Note that anyone, 
not only $ELIO holders, can submit proposals for an $ELIO vote. 

Governance can also allocate funds from the $ELIO Buffer Pool to pay for various 
infrastructure needs and services, including Oracle infrastructure and collateral risk 
management research. The funds in the $ELIO Buffer Pool are revenues from a 
liquidation fees, quick loan income, staking rewards, and other income streams.  



 

 

Conclusion  

The HelioSwap Layer Two Scaling Solution built on Uniswap and further extendable to 
aggregate other platforms like Mooniswap, Kyber, Balancer, Airswap, Bancor etc. 
HelioSwap is solving the gas and slippage issue by aggregating orders before sending 
them to the underlying liquidity pools.  

A novel system of incentives, including penalties, discounts, and arbitrage opportunity, 
protect the protocol from under-collateralization. Compatibility with other DeFi 
primitives enables participants to earn income from multiple DeFi protocols at once.  

$ELIO tokens align the incentives of each stakeholder, balances the participation of 
ecosystem members, and provides certain desirable benefits within the system.  

 

	


